APPLICATION

I hereby ask you to admit me to competitive entrance examinations for doctoral programs:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Field of training, name of doctoral program</th>
<th>Form of study</th>
<th>Fee-paying / budgetary basis (specify the relevant one)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

☐ I hereby request an opportunity to take the following entrance examinations using distance learning technologies

☐ I hereby request special conditions to be provided in view of health limitations, for the following entrance examinations:

☐ I give my consent to the possibility of e-learning and the use of distance education technologies in the course of training, including the fact that academic classes may be organized exclusively as online courses

☐ I have an employer-sponsored education agreement *

* Fill in this field if you are party to an agreement on employer-sponsored education.

Sponsoring organization

Information on prior education: I have a higher education, I have graduated from:

Degree currently held: Bachelor ☐, Specialist Degree ☐, Specialist Diploma (issued in RF before 2008) ☐, Master ☐.

Diploma series No. Date of issue:

Foreign language proficiency: English ☐, German ☐, French ☐, another ☐.

I have read the following and I acknowledge in writing that all of it is clear to me: a copy of license for educational activities (with appendix), a copy of the State Accreditation Certificate (with appendix), or information pertaining to absence of such certificate, Belgorod State University Charter, enrolment requirements, appealing procedures, entrance examinations schedule, information pertaining to special rights and privileges in enrolment, e-learning and distance learning procedures in the implementation of training programs

In case of applying for postgraduate programs within quotas for the budgetary basis of studying, I hereby confirm that I currently hold no PhD degree or postgraduate diploma

I hereby confirm that all of the information I have submitted is true. I understand that a person who intentionally makes a false statement in the application or submits false documents is guilty of an offence.

Hostel requirement for the period of study: Yes, I need hostel accommodation ☐/ No, I do not need any ☐

I have been notified of deadlines for payment and signing contact for education

I have been notified of the deadline for submitting a document of a standard type.

I hereby undertake to submit a document of a standard type before respective deadline.

Should I fail to be enrolled for education, please return the true copy of my document of education which I previously submitted, in the following manner: personally ☐; via a proxy ☐; by general post ☐.
I hereby give my consent for processing, use, proliferation (including transmission, depersonalization, erasure) of my personal data contained herein and in the documents enclosed herewith, for the purpose of keeping applicant records

Individul achievements  Yes [ ]/ No [ ]

(Applicants shall personally confirm their achievements at the Enrolment Board, submitting respective documents)

☐ academic papers published in high-ranking journals indexed in Scopus and (or) Web of Science (in the relevant field of study)
☐ academic papers published in journals indexed by Higher Attestation Commission (VAK) (in the relevant field of study)
☐ academic papers published in peer-reviewed national journals (in the relevant field of study)
☐ academic papers published in international and All-Russian conference proceedings (in the relevant field of study)
☐ holders of special scholarships
☐ participants of funded research projects (grants) (in the relevant field of study)
☐ holders of Russian Federation patent for invention, utility model, industrial prototype, selection achievement in the relevant field of study
☐ certificate of state registration of software or database in the relevant field of study
☐ certificates / diploma of municipal, regional or federal research competitions for undergraduate students and (or) young scholars
☐ Holding a degree with honours in the relevant field of study
☐ Letter of recommendation issued by State Examination Commission based on thesis presentation results (in the relevant field of study);
☐ Report/consent of prospective research advisor
☐ language proficiency certificate (at least B1)

«____» __________________ ____________ 2020.

(applicant’s signature)

Officer in charge of documents acceptance

______________________________

(signature)  (full name)

APPLICATION WITHDRAWAL

I, ________________________________________, do hereby withdraw this application and document enclosed herewith.

“____ “ __________________ ____________ 2020

(applicant’s signature)